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Why are we here today?
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Importance of 
Information

…and the need to keep it secure!!!



Why is 
‘Information’ so 

important?
§ Social media

§ Banking / financial services

§ Email

§ Personal records

It’s the advent of the digital age

§ Smart devices

§ Smart apps

§ Cloud

§ Internet of things

Information in different forms is all around us. It is used by 
enterprises in various ways to provide numerous services



Securing 
Information

INFORMATION IS THE NEW CRUDE

§ Information is more valuable than ever

§ Drives business growth and enables the delivery of services to meet 
customer needs

§ IDC, a market-research firm, predicts that the “digital universe” (the 
data collected and used by firms every year) will reach 180 zettabytes 
(180 followed by 21 zeros) in 2025

BUT THERE IS A NEED TO SECURE IT!!!

§ Customer expectations of privacy

§ Regulatory and compliance requirements

§ Brand and reputational damage

§ Financial costs

§ Business disruption

Managing Cyber Risks remains 
one of the biggest priorities for 

most organisations and is 
essential for their long term 

success



What do these 
famous brands 

have in 
common?

Henry Smith, the Conservative MP for 
Crawley, said on Twitter: "Sorry no 

parliamentary email access today -
we're under cyber-attack from Kim Jong-
un, Putin or a kid in his mom's basement 

or something..."

The Guardian, June 2017



Some 
interesting 

facts

90% of large organisations has experienced a 
security breach in the last 24 months

£1.86 -
£3.54m

is the average cost of a cyber attack to large 
organisations

£40b is the cost of Cyber Security breaches to UK 
business in 2019

$2b expected profits from Ransomware (alone) 
attacks in 2019

43% of attacks is orchestrated through computer 
viruses and phishing

Stats from the Ponemon Institute: 2020 Cost of Data Breach Study

Cyber Crime is more profitable 
than the ‘International Drugs 

Trade’



Cyber Security 
Trends and 

Context

GROWING THREAT LEVEL

§ Increasing levels of insider, extremist and nation-state activity

§ Companies are increasingly being targeted by crime e.g invoice fraud

§ Proliferation of widespread, destructive cyber attacks

§ Escalating threat to process automation systems

§ Cyber-mercenaries and crime-as-a-service are providing the capability

CHANGING TECHNOLOGY LANDSCAPE

CHALLENGING BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
§ COVID!!!

§ Uncertainties in global economies

§ Fragility of financial markets

§ Cost pressures

§ High impact regulations

§ Increasing business activities in markets exposed to higher levels of cyber risk

§ Increased digitisation of enterprise services

§ Rapid adoption of cloud-enabled services

§ Increasing use of user-owned devices and toolkits

§ Drive for automation is resulting in IT being embedded everywhere

§ Data volumes are growing, with more sources and more access



The Cyber Threat is Real!!!



Attackers
…Who are they?



Anatomy of an 
Attacker

Who Why What

Nation States or 
Government Sponsored

• Political agenda
• Propaganda

• Stealing sensitive information
• Disrupting business activity
• Compromising critical systems

Organised Crime • Financial rewards • Stealing sensitive information
• Stealing money / fraud

Terrorists (Cyber war-
fare)

• Political agenda • Disrupting business activity
• Compromising critical systems

Hacktivists • Social change
• Political agenda
• Anarchic civil 

disobedience

• Stealing sensitive information
• Disrupting business activity

Disgruntled staff • Disgruntled
• Exploitable 

vulnerabilities
• Financial gains

• Stealing sensitive information
• Disrupting business activity

Competitors • Competitive 
advantage

• Stealing intellectual property

That “kid in the 
basement”

• Because he can
• Show off

• Anything and everything!!!

Hacking business is ‘good business’!!!
§ Low risk, high reward
§ Ubiquity and affordability of hacking tools
§ Easy to perform security attacks
§ Poor security practices

§ Well known exploitable vulnerabilities



Attackers
…And how do they attack?



Popular 
Attack Types

Cyber-attack using software which is specifically designed to disrupt, 
damage, or gain authorized access to a computer system e.g. worms, 

viruses, trojans, spyware or adware
Malware

A cyber-attack in which the perpetrator seeks to make a machine or 
network resource unavailable to its intended users by temporarily or 

indefinitely disrupting services of a host connected to the Internet
Denial of Service

Occurs when multiple systems flood the bandwidth or resources of a target 
system, usually one or more web servers. This is often the result of multiple 
compromised systems (a botnet) flooding the targeted system with traffic

Distributed Denial of Service

Attempt to obtain sensitive information such as usernames, passwords, and 
credit card details, often for malicious reasons, by disguising as a 

trustworthy entity in an electronic communication
Phishing

The use of deception to manipulate individuals into divulging confidential 
or personal information that may be used for fraudulent purposes

Social Engineering

Trial and error method to break access control mechanisms by going 
through all possible combinations of elements such as ‘passwords’

Brute Force

A method of determining unpatched holes in applications and crafting 
methods to exploit them using hacks such as SQL Injection, Cross-site 

scripting
System Vulnerability Exploit

Deliberate compromise of the system for malicious purposesSystem Sabotage

These specifically relates to a range of ‘information gathering’ attacks, 
which are often used as part of ‘reconnaissance’

Passive Attacks

§ Data leaks
§ Inadvertent / Advertent

§ Insider compromise

§ Edward Snowden? Anyone?
§ Natural disasters
§ Terrorist attacks



Saudi Aramco

July 2021

Files leaked
Ransomware request of 

$50m

1
Colonial Pipeline System

May 2021

Significant disruption to fuel 
supply to US east cost

$4.3m Ransomware sum paid

2
Kaseya IT

June 2021

Compromise of Kaseya 
monitoring tool resulted in 
widespread compromise of 

companies around the world

3
SolarWinds

December 2020

Another supply-chain hack 
of its ‘Orion’ software 

resulted in widespread 
compromise of companies 

around the world

4
JBS Meat Supplies

May 2021

Paid $11m to resolve a major 
Ransomware attack which took 
out its entire IT infrastructure.

5

Recent Attacks



Cyber Security
…What exactly does it mean?



CIA

Do you really need access?Confidentiality

§ The property, that information is not made available or 
disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes

Has it been maliciously altered?Integrity

§ Maintaining and assuring the accuracy and completeness of 
data over its entire life-cycle. This means that data cannot be 
modified in an unauthorized or undetected manner.

Can I access it whenever I need to?Availability

§ For any information system to serve its purpose, the 
information must be available when it is needed.§ The “CIA” are the basic tenets of 

Cyber Security



How do companies protect 
themselves?

Different approaches – same goals!!!

Process and 
Governance 
Frameworks

1
Technology

2
People

3



Process and 
Governance 
Frameworks

§ Governance frameworks allow 
organisations to map out their 
approach towards managing 
cyber security and associated 
risks

§ Often aligned against industry 
regulations, standards and 
legislation

§ This helps meet their cyber 
security obligations to their 
various stakeholders



Diversity of Cyber Security Technologies

Network Protection

§ Firewalls

§ Routers

§ Switches

§ Intrusion detection systems

§ Intrusion prevention systems

§ Network proxies

§ Vulnerability Management

§ Wireless protection

Data Protection

§ Data Loss Prevention

§ File & Folder Encryption

§ Database Security

§ Email Security

Endpoint Protection

§ Hard Drive Encryption

§ Anti-Malware

§ Endpoint Firewall

§ Data Loss Prevention

§ Endpoint Policy Manager

Cross Domain Technology Platforms

§ Audit and log monitoring solution

§ Identity and Access Management platforms

§ Threat Intelligence

Application Security

§ Application Proxy

§ Vulnerability Management

§ Penetration testing

Internet Security

§ Anti-Malware

§ Encryption - SSL

Cloud Security

§ Cloud Security Access Broker

Governance and supporting process

Management Services

§ Enterprise Governance, Risk & 
Compliance

§ Incident Response

§ Reporting Platforms

§ Domain / Directory Services

Managed by People



PEOPLE

§ Cyber Security is all about ‘people’

§ It is often an exploit on people that results in 
a cyber security compromise

§ It is also ‘people’ that lead the charge on the 
cyber ‘war front’

§ The Cyber Security industry is made up of 
people with wide ranging skillsets and 
experiences

§ Contrary to the popular perception, it is not 
just about penetration testers or ethical 
hackers



People

§ Plethora of transferable skills from other career paths

§ Business acumen is ABSOLUTELY most essential!!!

§ Cyber Security is no longer about ‘computer says no’

§ Ubiquity of roles
§ There is always a hack in the news

§ Good pay – both contract and permanent

And Cyber Roles!!!

Non-Technical Technical

Business Analysts Technical Analysts

Policy Security Operations / Engineering

Security Manager / CISO Application Security

Compliance & Audit functions Forensics and Incident Response

Risk Management Product / Technology Specialist

Project Management Ethical hackers & Pen-testers

Training and Awareness 3rd party assurance services

Architecture

Cloud Security

Consultancy

Research



A typical ‘Cyber Security’ organizational structure



Getting into the 
industry

…Starting with the end in mind?



Your Cyber Security Journey

Planning Personal Development Market exploration

1. Find a mentor

2. Review skills and 
establish pathway

3. Define training needs

4. Define certification needs

5. Create ‘pseudo’ CV

6. Attend trainings

7. Pass certification exams

10. Validate with mentor

12. Get job

8. Hands-on expertise 
development

9. Update CV

11. Apply for jobs

12. Interview 
preparations

13. Continuous 
mentorship & learning

13. Retire J



CyberGees
…How can we help you?



With you every step of the journey

Planning Personal Development Market exploration

1. Find a mentor

2. Review skills and 
establish pathway

3. Define training needs

4. Define certification needs

5. Create ‘pseudo’ CV

6. Attend trainings

7. Pass certification exams

10. Validate with mentor

12. Get job

8. Hands-on expertise 
development

9. Update CV

11. Apply for jobs

12. Interview 
preparations

13. Continuous 
mentorship & learning

13. Retire J

Training

• CyberGees Cyber Security Professional
• 3 day course – Extensive coverage 

across multiple domains
• Exposure to cyber security tools
• Cloud labs for hands-on exercises
• Individual assessments to determine 

ideal areas of expertise

Mentorship

• Commences after training
• Career coaching and mentorship
• Roadmap development
• CV reviews
• Security resources and tools
• Interview preparation
• Cloud lab access for hands-on prep and 

industry experience
• Certification exam coaching
• Access to like-minded community for 

support
• eWork reference and experience

Special promo –15% off for registrations for 
the 7th August start

Normally £899

Discount price £765*
*First 10 registrations only using discount code ‘15percentoff’

£119 a month





How much time do I need…

How long does it 
typically take to 
get a job in this 
field?

It all depends on 
the drive, 
determination and 
ability to learn new 
things. Average 3 –
6 months.



What habits do I need…

What habits should 
I have to excel in 
Cyber Security?

Be business 
minded, inquisitive 
and interested in 
understanding how 
technology works.



Salary Expectations…

How much can I 
expect to make as 
a new joiner?

Rates vary based 
on skills and roles. 
Typical UK contract 
starting rates are 
£400. Full time is 
around 45k PA.



Experience requirements…

I don’t have much 
IT experience. How 
can you help?

Exactly why the 
training is so 
important. We 
assess your skills 
and determine 
areas of focus. 



Technical persons only?…

Do I need to be a 
technical person to 
get a Cyber 
Security role?

There are loads of 
non-technical roles 
in Cyber Security 
so you don't need 
to be able to write 
code to get a role.



IT certifications…

What certifications 
can I take and how 
can you help?

Numerous 
certifications are 
available. The right 
choices depends 
on area of focus.



On-going support…

Am I on my own 
after getting a job? 
I might still need 
help!

The mentorship 
programme is 
active for as long 
as you remain a 
member.



Worldwide access…

Do you provide 
training outside the 
UK?

We provide 
training globally. 
The world is much 
more connected 
now.



Why CyberGees…

Why should we 
train with 
CyberGees instead 
of others?

We are 
practitioners so 
bring you practical 
experience gained 
in the field and not 
simply the theory.



On-going support…

How do I sign up 
for any of the 
courses or get 
more information?

Sign up via 
www.cybergees.co
m. You can also 
send a  WhatsApp 
message to 
07939642713

http://www.cybergees.com/


End
That’s all folks!!!

§ Remember to spread the word 

about us

§ Your feedback will be appreciated

www.cybergees.com
its-us@cybergees.com

www.facebook.com/cybergees
www.Instagram.com/cybergees
www.linkedin.com/cybergees

http://www.cybergees.com/
mailto:its-us@cybergees.com
http://www.facebook.com/cybergees
http://www.instagram.com/cybergees
http://www.linkedin.com/cybergees

